SHOW DATES: May 2-4, 2014 (DOUBLE JUDGED/DUPLICATE POINTS)

JUDGES: JED LAWRENCE GEORGE FUHR

SHOW LOCATION: MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY PAVILION 4301 FARM LANE EAST LANSING, MI 48824

FRIDAY … 5:00pm

RANCH TRAIL
1 OPEN-JACKPOT**
2 OPEN
3 NOVICE AMATEUR
4 AMATEUR
5 YOUTH 18 and UNDER

SATURDAY … 8:30am

WALK / TROT
6 ADULT 19 and OVER **
7 YOUTH 18 and UNDER **

RANCH RIDING
8 OPEN-Junior Horse
9 NOVICE AMATEUR
10 OPEN-Senior Horse
11 AMATEUR
12 YOUTH 18 and UNDER
13 LEAD LINE 13 and UNDER**

RANCH REINING
20 OPEN
21 NOVICE AMATEUR
22 AMATEUR
23 YOUTH 18 and UNDER

RANCH CUTTING
24 OPEN
25 NOVICE AMATEUR
26 AMATEUR
27 YOUTH 18 and UNDER

WORKING COW HORSE
28 OPEN-All Ages-No ARHA PTS**

RANCH BOXING
29 OPEN
30 NOVICE AMATEUR
31 AMATEUR
32 YOUTH 18 and UNDER

SUNDAY … 8:30am

CONFORMATION
33 OPEN STALLIONS-2 yrs and younger
34 OPEN STALLIONS-3 yrs and older

GRAND AND RESERVE CHAMPION
35 AMATEUR STALLIONS-2 yrs and younger
36 AMATEUR STALLIONS-3 yrs and older

GRAND AND RESERVE CHAMPION
37 OPEN GELDINGS-2 yrs and younger
38 OPEN GELDINGS-3 yrs and older

GRAND AND RESERVE CHAMPION
39 AMATEUR GELDINGS-2 yrs and younger
40 AMATEUR GELDINGS-3 yrs and older

GRAND AND RESERVE CHAMPION
41 YOUTH GELDINGS-2 yrs and younger
42 YOUTH GELDINGS-3 yrs and older

GRAND AND RESERVE CHAMPION
43 OPEN MARES-2 yrs and younger
44 OPEN MARES-3 yrs and older

GRAND AND RESERVE CHAMPION
45 AMATEUR MARES-2 yrs and younger
46 AMATEUR MARES-3 yrs and older

GRAND AND RESERVE CHAMPION
47 YOUTH MARES-2 yrs and younger
48 YOUTH MARES-3 yrs and older

GRAND AND RESERVE CHAMPION
49 AMATEUR
50 YOUTH 18 and UNDER

HERD WORK
51 OPEN
52 AMATEUR
53 YOUTH 18 and UNDER

WORKING RANCH HORSE
54 OPEN
55 AMATEUR
56 YOUTH 18 and UNDER

RANCH ROPING
57 OPEN
58 NOVICE AMATEUR
59 AMATEUR
60 YOUTH 18 and UNDER

REINING
61 OPEN
62 AMATEUR
63 YOUTH 18 and UNDER

** NO ARHA REGISTRATION OR MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED FOR Walk/Trot (6 and 7), Lead Line (13) or Jackpot (1, 16) or Class 28 ... no ARHA points for these classes.

2014 RHAM SHOW DATES:

JUNE 7-8, 2014 (DOUBLE JUDGED/DUPLICATE POINTS) – BERRIEN SPRINGS, MI
JULY 19-20, 2014 (DOUBLE JUDGED/DUPLICATE POINTS) – BERRIEN SPRINGS, MI
SEPTEMBER 6-7, 2014 (DOUBLE JUDGED/DUPLICATE POINTS) – BERRIEN SPRINGS, MI
OCTOBER 24-26, 2014 (TRIPLE JUDGED/TRIPLE POINTS) – REGIONAL CLASS AT COLOVADER, IN

Vendors: $50.00 per 10x10 space for the weekend

NOTES:
- Class Registration(s) for the first four (4) classes of each day must be completed ½ hour prior to show start time.
- To be eligible for RHAM Year End Awards, you must be a current member of RHAM and show in 4 of the 5 shows.
- All awards based on one horse / one exhibitor / division.
- All entries require proof of Negative Coggins.
- All out-of-state entries require current proof of Negative Coggins and Health Certificate.
- Open, Amateur, Novice Amateur and Youth require current ARHA Horse Registration, current ARHA Member Card, and current ARHA Amateur, Novice Amateur or Youth Card.
- Western attire required for all classes: long sleeved shirt with collar, hat and boots.

Disclaimer: Attendance at show indicates neither Show Management nor RHAM Association and/or other attendees will be held liable in case of accident, theft, death, etc. Attendee takes sole responsibility of ALL matters. Michigan Liability Law applies.

--- FOOD AVAILABLE ON-SITE ---